
6. TRANSLATION TECHNIQUES

The first five chapters of this books were devoted to the
background, requisites, and problems of translation in general
and certain languages in "particular. In other words, the more
theoretical aspects of translation. The rest of this handbook is
devoted to the "nuts and bolts" of the translation craft and
business, the techniques, equipment, tools, and so on. The last
part of the book consists of appendices which provide exten-
sive information on dictionaries and where to find them,
current sources of translation work, translation study programs,
accreditation for translators, and publications of inteést to
translators. The present chapter discusses the best ways to
handl e translation assignments.

Preliminary Considerations

You are given a text to translate. Before you commit yourself
to doing any work on it, you must ask yourself a few prelimi-
nary questions. They are:

1. Is the text legible?
2. Am I familiar enough with the subject to tackle it?
3. Do I have the linguistic resources (dictionaries, human

contacts) to decipher unfamiliar words?
4. Is the text complete, or are there any missing parts?
5. Can I do it within the requested timeframe?
6. Do I have a good reason for doing it (doing it as a

leaming experience, or because you enjoy it, or to help
a friend, or because you are properly compensated for
doing it)?

Today as.always, if a talented translator does not get any
assignments, the fault is the translator's.
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Qucstions to be asked before undertaking a translation
assignment:
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Once you have answered all the above questions to your own
satisfaction, you are ready to proceed with the translation.

Effective Approaches

There is no single effective approach to translation, and over
time translators develop personal techniques that enhance the
quality and the speed of their translation. No one set of rules
applies equally to everyone, but there are certain methods and
means of translation which can help almost any translator
achieve greater accuracy and output. The following is a review
of some of the key techniques that are becoming almost
universal among professional translators.

The first and foremost question a translator must deal with
today is what kind of equipment to use in the process of
translating. In the days of the pen and the typewriter this
question was much less crucial. Today, however, translation
has become almost totally dependent on computers, for several
good reasons: (a) Word processing allows far greater flexibility
in producing text than any other contemporary means. The
output of most translators has been tripled and quadrupled
through the use of computers; (b) Computers allow text to be
stored on a disk and reprinted or modified later on, a function
which is invaluable in the translation field; (c) Clients nowa-
clays are getting used to asking for translation on disk, since it
allows them to edit, reprint, modify and enhance the physical
¿rppearance of a document; (d) If more than one translator is
involved in a given translation project, the text from the various
lranslators can be entered by an editor on one disk and
cclualized or manipulated as necessary without having to redo
:rny particular portion thereof.

In addition, it is becoming more common every day to use
r-rlectronic means such as a modem, fax or e-mail to transmit
irnd receive text. These tools are no longer a luxury Their cost
has been coming doryn, and more and more translators are
;rcquiring them. Many people today are saying they cannot
inragine how translators were ever able to manage without
lhcm. The answer is very simple: manage we did, but it took rrs
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ten days to two weeks to do what we can now receive, translate
and deliver in two or three days.

The next euestion when approaching a translation assign_
mcnt is: Am I qualified to_do this particular translation? Oity
an honest answer will do. If one is not sure, then chances are
onc should not tackle that particular task. One must feel
confident about a particurar assignment if the resurts are to be
satisfactory. The exception to thii rule is a case where a ciient
cannot find anyone else to do that particular job, and fo, ,orrr"
good reason is either willing to taká a chance or to receive less
than a complete and fully accurate rendition. In such u 

"ur" 
it

should be made clear between transrator and client that the
translation is not legally binding.

Once the commitment is made to proceed with the job,
the translator will spend some time góirrg orr". ttr" entire
document----even if it is book-length-and do a realistic
assessment of the following points:

a. How long will it take to translate the document?
b. What reference tools are needed to get it done?
c. What kind of preliminary steps are needed prior to

the actual work of translating?
d. What special problems ure,élut"d to the document,

s"4 u. legibility of blurred or poorly copied text or
difficult handwriting?

e. Does the document contain text in a language or
languages other than the main source laiguáge, and,
if so, can the translator handle that languJgei

. 
Regarding the question of time, one can do a quick

e.stimate of the length of the.document by averaging words pe,
line, times lines per page, times numbei of pag"es."A, 

"rf;_enced translator has a pretty good idea of the-number of words
per hour he or she can translate. This is an essential feature of
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undertaking a professional translation job, since most clients
lrave tight deadlines and tend to give repeat business to those
translators known for keeping to their deadlines.

Document assessment prior to doing a translation:

How long will
it take to
translate the
document?

What reference
tools are needed
to get it done?

What preliminarY
steps are needed
prior to the
actual work of
translating?

what special Prob-
lems are related to
the docurnent, such
as legibility or
blurred or PoorlY
copied text or dif-
fióu1t handwritinq?

Does the document con-
tain text in a language
other than the main source
language, and, if so, cál
the-tránslator handle this
,language?
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As fbr rof'erence tools, if, for example, one is given a
document about telecommunicatio's, one should make use of
onc's own resources in that field and/or borrow from other
souroes whatever one needs to accomplish the task.

I'reliminary steps prior to actual translation can include a
consultation with an expert in a specialized technical field
regarding a difficult term, phrase, paiagraph or concept which
the translator does not feel comfortable with. Having access to
such experts is one of the translator's most cherisheá assets. It
can make all the difference in the world between a correct and
effective translation and one that misses the main point of the
entire text. Another preliminary step is a trip tó the local,
regional or even specialized library to do some research on the
subject.

The problem of legibility should be identifie d before one
begins the task, not after. Sometimes the problem may start in
the middle of the document and be so severe as to render the
translation of the first part useless. In that case, the translator
may have wasted a great deal of time. sometimes the problem
is minor, and does not afiFect the overall outcome of the transla-
tion. In other cases, the client may decide to proceed with the
translation and simply put the designation [iilégible] (between
brackets rather than parentheses) wher"rrei u word- or part of
the text cannot be deciphered.

unbeknownst to client and translator, when a translation
job is first assigned, there may be portions of text inside the
source document in a language other than the main language
of the document. This can happen in commercial, scientif,ic aid
scholarly documents. It even happens in Tolstoy,s novel War
and Peace, when the author starts using French instead of
Russian. This too should be detected prior to commencing the
translation work, and a decision has to be made as to: (a) boes
that text rreed to be translated? (b) can the translator handle it?
(c) Is it necessary to assign it to another translator?

Once all this prelirninary work has been done, one is ready
to proceed with the acfual translation work.

Depending on the particular text, one shourd either start
translating at this point, o4 in the case of a text containing
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highly specialized terminology which may send the translator
on frequent trips to the dictionary one should first go through
the document and make a list of as many unknown or uncertain
terms as possible, and then spend some time looking them up
and making a word list. This technique saves a great deal of
time, since once a list is completed it is much easier to sail
through the text, and the {ime spent initially on making the list
is very short compared to the time wasted on repeated intemrp-
tions to look up words. Moreover, by first mastering the more
difficult terminology of the text, one gains a much better
understanding ofthe subject and is certain to produce a better
translation. From the very start, make it a habit to compile word
lists and giossaries of subject-specific terminologies, and keep
it in a computer database program for future reference. In time
these lists will become your most valuable translation tool.

One should also follow good work habits. Some translators,
particularly those engaged in freelance work, tend to overdo it,
especially during their "busy season," when they can generate

a large income during a relatively short period of time. They
will go for twelve or more hours a day, and before they know
it they will start complaining of stiffiress in the neck and
shoulders, blurred vision, and fatigue. One should not translate
more than eight hours a day. Six is ideal. Eight is tolerable,
provided one takes a few short ten to fifteen minute breaks.
Ten is pushing it. Over ten is definitely hazardous to your
health.

Before you get ready to submit your translation go over it
again, using the following checklist:

Omissions-did you fail to translate any particular word or
phrase, or even paragtaph?

Format-does your format follow the original (breaking
into paragraphs, for instance)?

Mistranslations-did you mistranslate urry particular
word?

Unknown words--were there words you were not able to
translate which you would like to explore further?

Meaning--did you miss the meaning of any phrase or
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sentence'/

.. Spclling-did you misspell anyword which the spell_check
li¡nction on your computer did not catch?

(irammar-did you make any grammatical mistakes?
Punctuation-did you mispunctuate or miss any punctua_

tion marks?
Clarity---did you fail to clearly convey the meaning of any

particular part of the text?

- Consistency-did you call something by one name and
then by another without any good reason?

"sound-alike" words-did you mistransrate a word
because it looks or sounds hké the word in your taget
language but in reality has a diferent meaning? 

J e

_ 
Style-are you satisfied with the way your translation

reflects the sfyle of the. original text (for 
""u*pl., the original

is written in a clear, direct styre, while the translation soinds
more complex and indirect?)

This checklist is by no means exhaustive, but it does cover
the main areas a translator must pay attention to.

- 4l was already explained, your personal computer is your
best friend when it comes to translating, editing, u"a p-J"áng
g !.nal copy. One can learn a few basic .oá-urrá., ,uj l"
WoidPerfect or Microsoft Word, and start using the .o-pio
But there is much more to software than enteriig, deleting and
inserting text. The better acquainted with softwará you beáme,
the more it will help you with translation. Learn how to do
columns and tables, how to use speciar technical and scientific
symbols, do graphic functions, use the spell_check and the
thesaurus, create data bases for glossaries and for your own
administrative records, and you wiil tackle a great variety of
technical text in many fields at a speed that witt u ur" yoi.
Remember: speed in translation is the most import ant tLingn9f to language proficiency. Without it you will not be profit_
able, and you will bé ovemrn by the competition. With an
established record of fast accurate translatión you 

"ur, 
*rii"

your own ticket.
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After a few years of using the computer'you may want to
consider dictation. Personally, I prefer a mix of PC and dicta-
tion. When I have an unusually long job and not enough timc
to do it in, I may revert to dictatioir. Otherwise, I prefer word-
processing. One could argue that by dictating one gets more
done and eams more, but there are other things to conside4

such as the cost of transoription, the need to edit transcription,
and the better control one has over writing than speaking.

Some of us are natural speakers; others are writers'
One continues to develop translation techniques over time.

One of the most wonderful things about translation, in my
opinion, is the fact that your mind is never idle, never in a rut,

but rather always being challenged by new tasks, new subjects,

new knowledge, and the need to keep up with new develop-

ments in language, with different fields of human knowledge,

and with the events of the world. As a translator in the Wash-

ington area since the late seventies, I have found myself in the

middle of world events, beginning with the peace tteaty

between Egypt and Israel in 1979, when I met Begin' Sadat and

Carter, and, more recently, in my daily dealings with events in
post.Cold War Eastern Europe, with a strife-torn Middle East,

ihe famine in Somalia, the new Norttr American Free Tiade

Agreement (NAFTA) between the United States, Canada and

Mexico, and the growing involvement of the U.S. space

program with the space programs of other nations. Very few

people covet as broad an area as a translator. Every day we in
the translation business find new challenges, and have to solve

new problems. As a result, we are always developing new

techniques and finding new answers.


